PNS TUGHRIL
(Ex USS HENDERSON)

In 1980, Pakistan Navy bought Ex USS HENDERSON from USA and named it PNS TUGHRIL
(167). USS HENDERSON was a long hull Gearing Class Destroyer with a standard
displacement of 2425 tons. The ship was commissioned in US Navy on 4 August 1945.
During Korean War, the ship participated in various operations including United Nations
landing at Inchon, Korea on 15 September 1950. The Ship was commissioned as PNS
TUGHRIL on 30 September 1980. After necessary repairs / maintenance at California,
USA, she sailed through the Pacific for her voyage to Pakistan under the command of Cdr
Mumtaz Wali Khan PN (later R/Admiral). The ship arrived Karachi on 15 January 1981 and
included in 25th Destroyer Squadron.
After serving Pakistan Navy for about 18 years
the ship was transferred to Pakistan
Maritime Security Agency on 17 February
1998 and was finally written off in
October 2010.

Courtesy: PN History Cell
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C

ommissioning Ceremony of
Pakistan Navy indigenously
designed & constructed Fast
Attack Craft Missile FAC(M) PNS
HAIBAT and induction ceremony of
third 16 Ton Bollard Pull Tug PNT
GOGA was held at Karachi.
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi

graced the occasion as Chief Guest.
Missile Craft PNS HAIBAT is Stateof-the-art multi-mission vessel
having extensive surveillance
potential. PNS HAIBAT is the first
land mark project indigenously
designed by Maritime Technologies
Complex and constructed by
KS&EW.

Speaking on the occasion, the
Chief Guest underlined that
commissioning of PNS HAIBAT
ushers a new chapter in the
indigenous design and construction
that has been further matured
with time. Naval Chief emphasized
that in context of overall security
paradigm of the region, PNS
HAIBAT will strengthen Pakistan
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Navy’s capabilities to respond
maritime challenges to ensure
seaward defence and maintain
peace & stability in Indian Ocean
Region. Chief of the Naval Staff
commended the concerted
efforts put in by KS&EW, MTC and
Pakistan Navy for the land
mark achievement.

The Managing Director KS&EW,
Rear Admiral Athar Saleem
highlighted that KS&EW has
completed various projects at
par with international quality
standards. He underscored that
Missile Craft PNS HAIBAT being a
multi mission capable platform will
bolster Pakistan Navy’s maritime
defence capabilities. He added that

induction of PNT GOGA is also a
milestone which will strengthen
the indigenous ship construction
capabilities.
The ceremony was attended
by foreign dignitaries, officials
from Federal and Provincial
governments, Pakistan Navy and
KS&EW.
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CNS
VISITS
KINGDOM

OF SAUDI ARABIA

THE NAVAL CHIEF
HIGHLIGHTED PAKISTAN
NAVY’S INSTRUMENTAL
CONTRIBUTIONS FOR
ENSURING MARITIME
SECURITY AND STABILITY IN
THE REGION

C

hief of the Naval Staff Admiral
Muhammad Amjad Khan
Niazi visited Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia. During the visit, the Naval
Chief called on Military Advisor
to Minister of Defence Maj Gen
Talal Abdullah Al- Otaibi and
Commander Royal Saudi Naval
Forces Vice Admiral Fahad Bin
Abdullah Al Ghofaily. The Naval
Chief also witnessed World
Defence Show organized by MoD
KSA and called-on Commander
US NAVCENT Vice Admiral Brad
Cooper.
During separate meetings with
Military Leadership of KSA
and Cdr US NAVCENT matters
of mutual interest including
bilateral defence collaboration
and maritime security in the
region were discussed. The Naval
Chief highlighted Pakistan Navy’s
instrumental contributions for
ensuring maritime security and
stability in the region including
Regional Maritime Security
Patrols and participation, as well
as leadership of multinational
naval task forces within ambit
of Combined Maritime Forces
(CMF). The dignitaries appreciated
Pakistan Navy initiatives
in support of collaborative
maritime security in the region
and acknowledged significance
of strong bilateral defence
collaboration.
The visit of Naval Chief is
expected further augment and
expand defence ties between
the two countries in general and
navies in particular.
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PAKISTAN AND QATAR ENJOY CLOSE DEFENCE
BILATERAL RELATIONS NURTURED OVER THE
YEARS THROUGH NAVAL COLLABORATIONS
AND JOINT EXERCISES

Navy News 9

P

akistan Navy Flotilla
comprising of PNS
SHAMSHEER, PNS AZMAT along
with Pakistan Maritime Security
Agency Ship KOLACHI Port Called
at Doha, Qatar to participate
in Doha International Maritime
Defence Exhibition (DIMDEX-22).
During the exhibition Commander
Logistics Rear Admiral Abid
Hameed represented Pakistan
Navy.
Upon arrival at Doha port, Pakistan
Navy Flotilla was received by
Defence Attaché
of Pakistan at
Qatar Commodore
Saqib Ilyas
and Commander
Protocol & Organization
QENF Brigadier Salim
Ahmed.
During stay at port, Flag
Officer and Mission
Commander along with
Commanding Officers
of PN Ships Called-on
various dignitaries
including Fleet
Commander of
Qatari Emiri
Naval Force,
Commander
Qatari Coast
Guards,
Commander
Kuwaiti Navy,
Chief of Staff of
Libyan Armed Forces, Commander
Azerbaijani delegation and
Iranian Naval Chief. During the
interactions, matters of mutual
interests were discussed and

further enhancement of bilateral
ties in all spheres was re-affirmed.
Taking the opportunity Flag Officer
also conveyed well wishes from
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral
Muhammad Amjad Khan Niazi.
DIMDEX being a premier defence
exhibition is attended by large
number of Maritime security/
Defence services providing
opportunity to enhance maritime
defence cooperation, besides
showcasing own strengths in
defence industrial sector. The visit
by Pakistan Navy Ships serves to
project Pakistan’s shipbuilding
capabilities and indigenous
defence expertise. On the side
lines of the exhibition Middle
Eastern Naval Commanders
Conference, Cross ship visits and
Warship displays were conducted
to enhance mutual cooperation
amongst naval fraternity.
The hallmark of visit was
celebration of Pakistan Day i.e.
23rd March 2022 at Doha. The
event was celebrated with national
fervour. PN Ship hosted reception
onboard in honour of the Qatari
Ministers, senior defence officials
and large number of diplomatic
core.
Pakistan and Qatar enjoy close
defence bilateral relations
nurtured over the years through
multitudes of naval collaborations
and exercises. Visit of PN Flotilla
to Qatar expected to strengthen
bilateral ties; enhance naval
collaboration and interoperability
with Qatar Emiri Naval Forces.
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C
Chief of

South
African Navy
visits
Pakistan

hief of South African Navy
Vice Admiral Mosuwa Samuel
Hlongwane called on Chief of the
Naval Staff Admiral Muhammad
Amjad Khan Niazi at Naval
Headquarters, Islamabad.
Upon arrival at Naval Headquarters,
Chief of South African Navy was
received by the Naval Chief and
presented Guard of Honour.
Afterwards, the visiting dignity
laid wreath at Shuhada monument
and he was then introduced to
Principal Staff Officers at Naval
Headquarters.
During the meeting with Naval
Chief matters of mutual interest
including bilateral collaborations
and regional maritime security
milieu were discussed. The Naval
Chief highlighted Pakistan Navy
initiative of Regional Maritime
Security Patrols for ensuring
maritime security and peace in
the region. The visiting Admiral
appreciated Pakistan Navy’s
efforts and initiatives in support
of collaborative maritime security
in the region. Afterwards, Chief
of South African Navy was given
detailed briefing on Pakistan Navy
roles and operational capabilities.
Chief of South African Navy
also visited Pakistan Navy field
commands & establishments and
lauded Pakistan Navy’s focused
commitment in support of maritime
security for peace and stability in
the region.
The visit of Chief of South African
Navy is expected to further enhance
bilateral collaboration between the
two navies.
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CHIEF OF SOUTH AFRICAN NAVY
VISITED PAKISTAN NAVY FIELD
COMMANDS & ESTABLISHMENTS AND
LAUDED PAKISTAN NAVY’S FOCUSED
COMMITMENT IN SUPPORT OF
MARITIME SECURITY FOR PEACE AND
STABILITY IN THE REGION
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PN FLOTILLA

VISITS UAE

P

akistan Navy Flotilla
comprising Pakistan
Navy Ships SHAMSHEER and
AZMAT alongwith Pakistan
Maritime Security Agency Ship
Kolachi visited Abu Dhabi.
Upon arrival at port Mina
Zayed, PN contingent was
received by Defence Attaché
of Pakistan at Abu Dhabi along
with United Arab Emirates
(UAE) naval officials.
During stay at port, Mission
Commander alongwith
Commanding Officers calledon Chief of UAE Naval Forces,
Commander UAE Coast Guards
and Director Naval Operations
of UAE Naval Forces.

PAKISTAN NAVY SHIPS CONDUCTED BILATERAL PASSAGE
EXERCISE WITH UAE NAVY SHIPS BAYNUNAH & DHAFRA

During the interaction,
matters of mutual interest
were discussed and further
enhancement of bilateral ties
in all spheres was re-affirmed.
The Mission Commander
conveyed well wishes from
Chief of the Naval Staff
Admiral Muhammad Amjad
Khan Niazi for the people of
UAE in general and UAE Navy
in particular .
Upon completion of port visit,
Pakistan Navy ships conducted
bilateral passage exercise with
UAE Navy Ships BAYNUNAH
& DHAFRA to enhance
interoperability between the
two navies. The visit provided
an opportunity for both
brotherly countries to further
enhance diplomatic ties and
cordial relations.
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FOREIGN DIGNITARIES VISIT NHQ

CNS interacting with CGS Turkish Armed Forces Gen Yasar Guler

During interaction with Visiting Dignitaries matters of
mutual interest including bilateral collaboration and
regional security were discussed.

The Naval Chief exchanging views with Ambassador of Japan to Pakistan
H.E. Mr Wada Mitsuhiro
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EXERCISE
SEASPARK
2022
CULMINATES

T

he Closing Session of Pakistan
Navy’s Major Maritime
Exercise SEASPARK-2022 held at
Karachi. Chief of the Naval Staff
Admiral Muhammad Amjad Khan
Niazi graced the session as Chief
Guest. The exercise was conducted
in North Arabian Sea to validate
operational plans designed under
realities of ever-evolving geostrategic environment.
During the session, Deputy Chief of
Naval Staff (Operations) presented
overview of the exercise.
Subsequently, conduct of the
exercise was discussed threadbare
to draw pertinent lessons. Towards
the end, recommendations were
presented to refurbish war plans
and strategies.

Chief of the Naval Staff in his
concluding remarks highlighted
the regional environment that
continues to be infested with
massive competition of interest,
political instabilities and simmering
conflict. The Naval Chief stressed
the evolving character of war
under the Grey Hybrid scenarios
that possess complexity in
understanding enemy’s behavior
and determining response
possibilities. The Admiral also
underscored the Hindutva driven
ideologies as Pakistan’s arch rival
that continues to impinge upon
strategic stability in the region.
Chief of the Naval Staff asserted
that Pakistan Navy is vigilant
to offset enemy’s quantitative
leverages through superior
professionalism, innovative tactics,
perseverance and above all faith
in Allah SWT. He reiterated the
resolve that Pakistan Navy stands

fully prepared to ensure seaward
defence and safeguard national
maritime interest at all costs.
Exercise SEASPARK-22 was aimed
to assess the combat readiness
and operational preparedness of
Pakistan Navy and validate war
plans duly aligned with National
Security Policy and military
strategies while synergizing Naval
Operations with Land and Air
operations in conflict situations.
The exercise also afforded valuable
opportunity to corroborate various
operational concepts and re-align
conceptual thought process in
sync with operations as well as
strategic imperatives.
The session of the exercise was
attended by high ranking officers
from the Services and notable
representatives from various
Ministries.
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PN RECKONER

EVENTS IN APRIL

Source: PN History Cell

April 15, 1948: HMPS QASIM was commissioned as a coastal
defence establishment at Manora Island.
April 1962 : A naval contingent of 10 officers and 100 men
formed part of the UN Peace Keeping Force to
implement UN mandate under United Nation’s
Temporary Executive Authority (UNTEA) in West
Irian, Indonesia.
April 1963: The President, Field Marshal Mohammad Ayub
Khan, took passage from Colombo to Karachi
onboard PNS BABUR (C-84).
April 1969: The Navy reverted from a Khaki uniform to its
traditional white uniform.
April 22, 1971: Gun Boats RSNF were commissioned as PNS
RIFAQAT (71) and PNS SADAQAT (72).
April 1972: PNS TUGHRIL (F-261) transferred to the Naval
Academy as the Cadet Training Ship.
April 24, 1982: County Class DLG, former HMS LONDON,
acquired from UK and commissioned as PNS
BABUR (C-84).
April 26, 1984: Four HUANGFEN class Fast Attack Craft (Missile)
acquired.
April 09, 1986: PNS BAHADUR was commissioned as the main
professional training center for Seamen branch
personnel. It houses the Surface Warfare,
Naval Warfare & Operations, Communications,
Hydrography, Electronic Warfare, Instructional
Techniques and Music schools.
April 10, 1988: Bahria College Islamabad inaugurated.
April 07, 1994: The first ever test-firing of a SAM Mistral Missile
was carried out by Pak marines at Sonmiani;
successfully engaging a Banshee target at range
of 3.2 KM.
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April 20, 1994: The first ever test-firing of a Harpoon Missile carried
out from a PN surface ship. Gearing Class DDG PNS
ALAMGIR (160).
April 15, 1996: MCMV PNS MUHAFIZ (M-163) (Minehunter)
commissioned in PN.
April 21, 1997: Naval Air Store Depot commissioned as PNS RAZA.
April 02, 2001: NHQ relocated to its newly built premises in Sector
E9, Islamabad.
April 24, 2004: Pakistan Navy became a member of US-led Coalition
Maritime Campaign Plan (CMCP).
April 2010: Pakistan Navy Education Trust (PNET) schools,
located at various Sailors Residential Estates (SREs),
were merged and renamed as Bahria Model Schools,
along with changing of the medium of instruction
from Urdu to English.
April 23, 2012: 1st indigenously constructed Fast Attack Craft
(Missile) PNS AZMAT (1013) commissioned and
inducted in PATRON 10 Squadron.
April 17, 2013: 4th F-22 Frigate PNS ASLAT (F-254) commissioned
at PN Dockyard.
April 2013: Cadet College Ormara commenced operating.
April 27, 2014: PN gets “Observer” status in WPNS.
April 09, 2016: Shore-based anti-ship Missile ZARB launched
successfully.
April 30, 2018: 4th FP Battalion of Pak Marines raised.
April 05, 2019: Induction ceremony of Marine Debris Collection
Barges (MDCBs) was held at Pakistan Navy
Dockyard, Karachi.

NAVAL LENS
INTERNATIONAL
FEATURED NEWS
NORTHROP GRUMMAN’S MQ-4C TRITON
UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEM (UAS)
Provides real-time intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR)
over vast ocean and coastal regions.

Based on the proven Global Hawk
UAS, Triton’s autonomous operations
are supported by land-based
command and control mission
planners and sensor operators. Triton
will be equipped with a unique and
robust mission sensor suite that
provides 360-degree coverage on all
sensors, providing unprecedented
maritime domain awareness for the
U.S. Navy.

TYPE 055
DESTROYERS
ARE THE LARGEST SURFACE
COMBATANT

Their official PLA(N)
designation is “10,000ton class destroyer”.
They have a length of 180 meters,
a beam of 20 meters and a draft
of 6.6 meters for a full load
displacement of about 13,000t.
In comparison, the US Navy’s
Ticonderoga-class cruiser and
the Flight III Arleigh Burke-class
destroyer displace 9,800 tons.

Courtesy:

www.navalnews.com
www.northropgrumman.com

The Royal Navy Type 45 is lighter
at about 8,500 tons. Their official
PLAN designation is “10,000-ton
class destroyer”.
The current Type 055’s weapons
fit includes:
• A 130 mm H/PJ-38 main gun

•112 VLS silos
• A H/PJ-11 CIWS with a fire rate
of 10,000 rd/min
• A HQ-10 short-range missiles
• Decoy launchers
• Torpedoes.
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SPRING TREE
PLANTATION
CAMPAIGN
2022
Abdul Rehman

F

orests have been serving the
needs of humans since time
immemorial. Trees have an essential
place in our life. They provide herbs
fruits flowers and fuel to humans
and gave wood to build houses.
The biggest thing is that trees
provide pure air to animals, prevent
pollution, prevent water runoff soil
erosion and help in balancing the
environment in the area, human
used to wear clothes of the bark of
trees eat fruits and flowers make
wooden weapons and feed them
by killing animals. Trees used to
scare animals by burning wood
and hence trees are worshiped
in Pakistan and cutting trees like
etc. Cities are becoming cement
forests by expending buildings and
factors due to deforestation and the
destruction of forests the possibility
of land degradation drastic change
in weather and extinction of wild
animals has increased.
IMPORTANCE OF PLANTATION:
In the scriptures, the plantation
has been a good work. The reason
for this is the plants and trees
are essential for life in this world.
These are important for us and we
cannot ignore their importance.
They are important because they
give us fresh air to breath food to
eat and shelter shade from sunlight
and rainfall. Besides this there are
many medicines in the market that
are made up of trees extorts. Apart
from this, there are plants and fresh
that have medicinal value. They
bring peacefulness create a pleasing
and relaxing environment. Also
they help in reflecting the harmful
rays of the sun and maintaining a
balanced temperature. Besides they
also help in water conservation and
preventing soil erosion. They also
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manage he ecosystem and from
ancient several varieties of plant are
worshiped.
FOR GREENERY: Trees deep the
earth green the greenness of the
earth is the main reason for its
attraction. It seems pleasant to live
in place. Where there are a sufficient
number of trees and plants. Trees
give shade they provide asylum to
creatures and birds. They offer a
pleasant shade to the passengers,
humans and animals rest in their
cool shade and rejoice.
FOR FRUITS: Trees gives us different
types of fruits, flowers, gum, rubber,
wood herbs etc. are a lift of trees.
FOR OXYGEN: There release harmful
oxygen by exploiting harmful carbon
dioxide from the air oxygen is life
and organisms survive by taking it
therefore, it is imperative to have a
sufficient numbers of trees on earth.
FOR RAINING: Trees make it rain
they can attract clouds where they
occur in groups. The trees holds the
soil firmly and prevents its erosion.
This help prevents both flood and
famine these reduce the expansion
of the desert. They help a lot in
avoiding the heat of the atmosphere
from raising that is why intelligent
people talk about planting more and
more trees.
FOR BALANCED ENVIRONMENT:
It is considered necessary to have
forests on one third of a large area
for a balanced environment. But of
present forests are no longer in this
proportion. Therefore, it is the need
of the hour that everyone.
BENEFITS OF TREES:
•
Trees protect us from air
pollution and provide pure air.
•
Pure oxygen is obtained from
trees
•
Due to trees, the cycle of

seasons funs appropriately
•
Trees protect them from and
degradation because the trees bear
honey rain water.
•
Trees protect from excess
heat, excess cold and excess rain.
•
The climate also cores many
incurable diseases of trees.
•
Many medicines are prepared
from trees
•
The fruits of trees are used
for eating
•
The climate of trees makes
the environment fragrant like
Champa, Jasmine and rose etc.
•
Oil also comes out from
many trees like mature oil, Rose
water etc.
•
There are many other
benefits of trees as well trees do
cool the eyes are in nature mediums
that receive the suns energy the
green color that is transmitted
addresses of plants by which the
plants absorb heat from the sun and
make their food thus plants are the
first step in the food chain.
•
Trees provide us many
benefits some of which we can’t
see but they make a huge difference
they help in fighting back the climate
changes by absorbing greenhouse
gases which are the main cause of
climate changes moreover, they
replenish ground water and filter
the air from harmful pollutants
and orders. Besides they are great
source of food and the king of fruits
mango also grow on trees. Moreover
they are the source of rain fall as
they attract clouds towards the
surface and make them rain. They
can be teachers, playmates on a
great example of unity in diversity.
Above all they are good source
of reducing air, water and noise
pollution.
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PAKISTAN’S ROLE
IN MARITIME DOMAIN
Abu Al-Hassan

T

his is a known fact to majority
of us that geopolitical location
of Pakistan is very important. But
most of us with continental mind
set generally translate this very
fact merely in the perspective
of cold war era and thereafter
interests of superpowers in the
region particularly in some of the
land locked resource rich states
of Central Asia and Afghanistan.
This very fact is not being denied
here, but in this maritime century,

another significant aspect is that of
maritime domain which is usually
understated due our inherited
sea blindness. Though the coast
line of Pakistan is just around
one thousand kilometers but its
position is strategically of immense
importance. Pakistan’s location at
the head of Arabian Sea adjoining
to Arabian Gulf trade routes afford
it with strategic advantage to not
only safeguard its own maritime
interests and more than 90 percent

of its seaborne trade but also an
opportunity rather responsibility to
contribute towards safe and secure
transit of commerce through these
world’s busiest international trade
routes. Furthermore, inception
of China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) and envisioned
trade conduit to China and Central
Asia from Gwadar Port demand
it to play increasingly significant
role to maintain regional maritime
security.

The security and stability in this
maritime region is not important
only for Pakistan but also for the
whole world, as it contributes
to prosperity around the globe.
According to U.S. Energy
Information Administration,
besides general maritime trade,
around 21 million barrels of
oil per day and 4 trillion cubic
feet of natural gas per year
passes through this region. The
destination of this energy supply
is Japan, China and India in the
east and Western Europe and
the United States in the west.
Unfortunately, due instability
in regional states like Yemen,
Somalia, Syria and Afghanistan,
these international waters are
vulnerable to asymmetric threats
from non-state actors and
illicit activities such as human
trafficking, smuggling, narcotics,
piracy and maritime terrorism. To
tackle with these threats, navies
from across the globe as coalition
partners as well as independently
operating in the region. Combined
Maritime Forces (CMF) is the
world’s largest multinational
naval partnerships operating in
this region. Other major naval
coalition operating in the region
are European Union Naval Forces

(EUNAVFOR), International
Maritime Security Construct
(IMSC) and European led Maritime
Awareness in the Strait of Hormuz
(EMASOH). All these naval alliances
contribute to deter and disrupt
illegal activities at high seas and
choke points to ensure freedom
of navigation and free flow of
legitimate trade.
Once so many collations and
navies from across the world
are operating in your backyard,
you can never remain indifferent.
Pakistan Navy well cognizant
of its role and responsibility to
safeguard country’s maritime
interests, always remained at
forefront and proved itself a
professional and potent naval force
in the region. It has long reaching
footprints in Indian Ocean Region
(IOR) through its own initiative
of Regional Maritime Security
Petrol (RMSP) and contribution
to international coalitions
operating in the region. Pakistan
Navy is a longtime contributor to
international maritime security
operations as a participant in
Combined Maritime Forces (CMF).
CMF is a multinational maritime
partnership, with a mission to
uphold the International Rule-
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Based Order (IRBO) by countering
illicit activities on the high seas
and promoting security, stability
across approximately 3.2 million
square miles of international
waters. This vast expanse of sea
not only encompasses some of the
world’s most important shipping
lanes but also hosts internationally
well-known maritime routes
used by criminal actors for illicit
and criminal activities such as
Hash High Way, Smack Track
and Route 59. This blend of good
and evil makes the region more
complex and more sensitive. Being
Pakistani it is a matter of pride
for us that Pakistan Navy has
been contributing significantly to
safeguard maritime security in
the Indian Ocean Region. Pakistan
Navy was the first regional navy
to join Combined Task Force 150
(CTF 150) in 2004. CTF 150 is one
of three task forces under CMF
which conducts Maritime Security
Operations (MSO). Similarly, to
counter increasing piracy attacks
in the Gulf of Aden and Horn of
Africa, Pakistan Navy also joined
Combined Task Force 151 in 2009.
Moreover, this distinction only
rest with Pakistan Navy that its
officers have commanded both
the task forces more numbers of
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times than any of the coalition
navies. Pakistan Navy commanded
CTF-151 for nine times and the
twelfth command of CTF-150
was taken over by Pakistan Navy
on 18 January 2022. Commodore
Vaqar Muhammad assumed the
command on behalf of Pakistan
Navy. During the change of
command ceremony at HQ US
NAVCENT, Bahrain, in his address
he rightly stated the that
Pakistan is one
of the important
stakeholders in
maintaining regional
peace and stability and that in
line with Government’s policy,
Pakistan Navy is committed
to eradicate illegal maritime
activities in the region to
ensure safe environment. He
highlighted that Pakistan Navy
firmly believes that peace and
stability in this important maritime
region contributes towards

prosperity of the whole world
and in collaborative effort to
maintain security and stability for
uninterrupted flow of maritime
traffic through this vital region.

It is encouraging to know that

Pakistan Navy is well cognizant
of the security challenges in
Indian Ocean Region (IOR), and

platforms, once inducted, would
substantially add to the offensive
capability of Pakistan Navy Fleet.
Alfred Thayer Mahan, a naval
strategist and the author of The

is modernizing its fleet in order
to maintain a robust force
presence at sea. As part of the
modernisation, Pakistan Navy
is replacing its existing
ageing platforms with
acquisitions from
friendly countries
along with transfer of
technology for their
in-country construction
which will further
lead to indigenization
and self- reliance in
the field of defence
productions. Under
this, the Navy has
recently acquired
new platforms, including
the MILGEM Class Turkish
Corvettes and Chinese 054
A/P frigates. Pakistan
Navy has also contracted
construction of eight Hangorclass submarines and Jet aircrafts
for maritime surveillance. These

Influence of Sea Power
Upon History, argued that national
prosperity and power depended
on control of the world’s sealanes. “Whoever rules the waves
rules the world,” Mahan wrote.
Though Pakistan does not have
designs to rule the world but it
realizes significance of having a
naval power strong enough to
safeguard its sea frontiers against
its expansionist adversary, protect
its own maritime interests and
contribute to security and
safety of one the of the world’s
busiest sea trade route just
passing through its backyard for
own benefit and of the world
at large.

